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20TH BOC STRATEGIC
PARTNER MEETING
CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

20TH BOC STRATEGIC PARTNER MEETING

The industry-leading event for Business Process Management, Enterprise Architecture,
and Governance, Risk & Compliance

We are happy to invite you to the 20th international customer and partner event of the BOC Group on the 08th and 09th
of September in Vienna, in the beautiful venue, Schönbrunn Palace. With constant change becoming the new normal, the need
for businesses to continuously innovate their way of digital thinking and leadership keeps growing.
That's why the Strategic Partner Meeting is bringing together an all-star lineup of speakers and sessions from around the globe
– to share with you actionable insights and tips on not only bouncing back from business disruptions, but 'bouncing forward' and
thriving in a world of volatility and perpetual change.
During this two-day conference, together with our customers, we will present successful projects and best practice approaches in
the areas of Business Process Management, Enterprise Architecture and Governance, Risk & Compliance. We will also give
you an update on the latest innovations concerning our products ADONIS, ADOIT and ADOGRC. An attractive programme awaits
our guests, with key speakers from various industries and countries. Experts will describe their experience, vision and motivations
and present their best practices and keys to success.
Our lectures will be ideally complemented by workshops and presentations that will take place in parallel to these talks.
At the same time, you will have the possibility to visit the exhibition area, where BOC Group employees will present various
application scenarios and features of our tools and answer all of your questions. Through this varied conference programme, we
hope to attend to all your needs in the best way possible.

1st Conference Day, 08th September 2022, 12:00 p.m. - 05:40 p.m.

Admission starts at 11:45 a.m.
The Strategic Partner Meeting starts with a small lunch to give the international guests the opportunity to arrive on time and without
stress. At 01:00 pm the conference starts with a programme overview and the welcome address from BOC's Management Board.
Afterwards, the two-day conference will start with a presentation by our Product Managers, with an update regarding application
scenarios and new features in the BOC product family.
This will be followed by best practice lectures on the topics of Business Process Management, Enterprise Architecture
Management and Governance, Risk & Compliance Management.
At the same time, you will have the possibility to exchange your views with subject matter experts on selected topics, as well as
to get to know special modules, features and application scenarios of our tools in the exhibition area. On the first day you will
have the opportunity to choose between 11 best practice lectures and 1 workshop (parallel sessions).

Evening Event, 08th September 2022, starting at 07:00 p.m.

We are glad to invite you to join us for dinner in the Orangery of Schönbrunn Palace. Take the opportunity to enhance your expert
network and share personal experience, mastered challenges and future projects with other companies.

2nd Conference Day, 09th September 2022, 09:15 a.m. - 02:30 p.m.

Admission starts at 08:45 a.m.
The second conference day will start with an enticing keynote lecture from the University of Vienna. The further programme will
be similar to the day before: 9 Best practice lectures will take place in parallel and will be complemented by 3 workshops and our
exhibition area (parallel sessions).
The conference will be concluded with a closing speech by the BOC Group. Following the conference, we would like to invite you to
join us for a get-together lunch. Additionally, we would be pleased to be at your disposal for further discussions.

At the event venue photos and videos will be taken and they will be published on the Internet for documentation purposes.
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APOTHECARIES' WING

AGENDA

Schloß Schönbrunn, 1130 Vienna
Thursday, 08th September starts at 11:45 a.m.
Friday, 09th September starts at 08:45 a.m.

The so-called Apothecaries’ Wing (Apothekertrakt) of Schönbrunn Palace was
built in the course of the conversion
from a hunting lodge to a residential
palace shortly after the mid-18th century.
These extensions of the palace complex as a summer residence for Maria
Theresia also included the construction of the outbuildings towards Meidling
(now the 12th district) and Hietzing (now
the 13th district), to grant the supply of the
entire royal household.
Several floorplans of Schönbrunn from
the 1760/70 show the ground level Apothecaries’ Wing up to the Cedrat House
and the Orangery, which in its physical
expression is largely identical to the
present building – except for the interior

space structure.
According to the plans of the 19th century,
in this wing, among others, were housed
the Guards and the Locksmith’s Shop,
the courts are designated as Locksmith
and Guard Court; following the Cedrat
House that opens to the Orangery Garden, stables were located, probably for
the Mounted Guards.
The so-called Guards’ Wing (Gardetrakt)
at the palace entrance northeast before
the Court of Honour in 1906 was expanded into a modern accommodation
for the Guards, including a kitchen and
sanitary facilities in the basement. The
Imperial Court Administration used the
vacant wing in addition to the lease for

restaurants also for the accommodation
of the Court Pharmacy that previously
was located in the Guards’ Wing.
Generally, the Court Pharmacy should
not only serve the imperial family but also
guarantee the free delivery of drugs for
the court employees. The operation of
the pharmacy in Schönbrunn was maintained even after the monarchy until 1976
in the eponymous Apothecaries’ Wing
which forms the eastern end of the Meidling outhouses.

Thursday, 08th September
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KEYNOTES
 Orangery
 Thursday, 08 September
th


01:00 - 01:15 p.m.

BEST PRACTICE LECTURES I
 Lectures will be held in German

 Maria Theresia

 Lectures will be held in German

 Simultaneous translation in English

 Thursday, 08 September

 Simultaneous translation in English

Programme Overview:
Content of the 20th BOC Strategic Partner Meeting

th

www.boc-group.com


03:20 - 04:00 p.m.

Before the conference starts with the best practice lectures and workshops, you will get a rough overview of the conference programme. Furthermore, you will get important information and key data on
the lectures.

The Theo Müller Group (UTM) began establishing their process organization in 2021. This session
will give you an insight into how this was done from conception all the way to the implementation into
the daily business. What’s more, we’ll be sharing some of our key process management practices and
experiences with you.

BOC Group: Status and Strategy
www.boc-group.com

Dr. Franz Bayer (Member of the Board), BOC Group
Dr. Harald Kühn (Member of the Board), BOC Group
Dr. Christian Lichka (Member of the Board), BOC Group
Dr. Robert Woitsch (Member of the Board), BOC Group


04:10 - 04:50 p.m.

It all started with a running shoe in Switzerland. Now, On is one of the biggest global players in the running market. The iconic shoes are everywhere. In our session, Felix Bindschedler will give you insights
into why process management was kicked-off at On and which challenges came along with it, for such
a fast growing company. Our session in meant to be interactive – so your feedback throughout is more
than welcome!

Product Strategies: ADONIS, ADOGRC and ADOIT
www.boc-group.com

Erik Guschlbauer (Productmanager ADOGRC), BOC Group
Dr. Christoph Moser (Productmanager ADOIT), BOC Group
Tobias Rausch (Productmanager ADONIS), BOC Group
The Productmanagers of the BOC Management office give an overview of current developments and
the future of ADONIS, ADOGRC and ADOIT.


02:30 - 03:20 p.m.
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On Runs Globally. How Processes Help Achieve Global Scale.
Felix Bindschedler (Operational Excellence / BPM & Robotics Lead)
On AG

BOC Group 2022. The Management Board provides an overview of the results and achievements of
the past few years as well as an outlook on the topics to come. Digital transformation with innovative
solutions in the areas of BPM, EAM and GRC represent a central element of the progressive, global
success of the BOC and form the framework for this introductory lecture.


01:45 - 02:30 p.m.

Introduction of a Process Organization with ADONIS
Norman Middecke (Senior Project Manager)
Unternehmensgruppe Theo Müller

Robert Strobl (Senior Management Consultant), BOC Group


01:15 - 01:45 p.m.



Coffee Break and Exhibition


05:00 - 05:40 p.m.

Data Integration Challenges of EAM Tools
Does it help if an EAM tool has a REST interface?
Thomas Winiarski (Senior Specialist Enterprise / Architecture Management)
Norddeutsche Landesbank - Girozentrale - (NORD/LB)
NORD/LB has been using BOC’s tools for many years now. Since 2016, ADOIT’s been in active use for
the structural analysis of EAM artifacts – from business processes to technology packages, CMDB, and
the respective CI. The integration of a CMDB with ADOIT has been refined over the years and moved
to a more recent technology last year. The session gives an outlook on our data integration challenges,
and lessons learned from these projects.
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BEST PRACTICE LECTURES II

BEST PRACTICE LECTURES III

 Maximilian

 Lectures will be held in English

 Sophie

 Simultaneous translation in German

 Thursday, 08 September

 Thursday, 08 September
th


03:20 - 04:00 p.m.


04:10 - 04:50 p.m.

Re-Design of the IT Demand Process @ Vorwerk


03:20 - 04:00 p.m.

Cristian Becerra Gómez (IT Management - Lead of IT Engineering)
Viña Concha y Toro

The current IT Demand Process of Vorwerk is regarded as to complex and had a long throughput
time. Also the process is intended to be processed in another tool. The future process should be
optimized from an End2End Perspective, with an increased performance and should be easy to use.
With ADONIS we designed, aligned and implemented an optimized IT Demand Process embedded in
the Vorwerk IT Process landscape.

Viña Concha y Toro is Latin America’s leading wine producer, currently exporting to 140 countries worldwide.Running such a large operation means EA needs to be at the top of its game. CyT began their EA
journey in 2018 and soon after, introduced ADOIT for the formalization of this initiative. Cristian Becerra
will tell us his experience in implementing EA in a traditionally industry where new technologies have been
implemented that were not necessarily born with the view of IT and EA, which meant they having duplicated
and not integrated with the core, implying an over effort in the administration and control of each one of they.

An integrated Architecture Universe at Swedbank


04:10 - 04:50 p.m.

How we use the IT4IT Process Value Chain
Ville Niemi (Process Manager: Global Process Governance)
Allianz Technology SE
Peter Skarp (Product Owner: Global Process Landscape)
Allianz Technology SE
Allianz Technology is a global IT service provider supporting over 60 different companies worldwide in
the Allianz Group with services with the focus on IT. Our customers (mainly in the insurance business)
rely on our 24/7 services to serve their customers and to be market competitive in an increasingly
digitalized business environment. Allianz Technology need to be fast not only in restoring disturbed services but also in creating new ones together with the customer to improve their business. Mapping our
existing processes to the IT4IT framework helped us not only to get a an easy to understand End2End
view but also to start focusing more on the flow of data instead of just the process activities.

Getting started with an EA Repository
....again
Paul Jakubowski (Enterprise Architecture Process Manager IT)
Molson Coors Beverage Company

How to connect architecture ways of working with scaled agile development across a federated IT operating model? How to support a Strategy-to Execution value chain with architecture guidance across
target and transition architectures founded on an understanding of current architecture state? In this
presentation we will describe the core of our approach – the Architecture Repository – and how we
integrated this across disciplines as strategies, investment planning, agile development, information
management etc.
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EA in the Wine Industry

Christian Drewes (Group IT – IT Process Management)
Vorwerk Services GmbH

Per Skenhall (CTO Office, Chief Architect)
Swedbank AB


05:00 - 05:40 p.m.



 Lectures will be held in English
th

Build an EA Repository they said, it will solve all your problems and provide all the answers....Molson
Coors' journey to build the repository, with starts, stops and restarts. Lessons learned in how ADOIT
enabled Molson Coors to develop a repository that supports Application Portfolio Rationalization, Understanding differentiated Business Capabilities and Enabling developer autonomy through Standards
Management.

05:00 - 05:40 p.m.

Digital Transformation with ADONIS & ADOIT
Piyush Jain (Sr. Manager / Data, Digital & IT), Novartis Pharma AG
Devanand Konwar (Associate Director / Data, Digital & IT), Novartis Pharma AG
We would start with a brief overview of the history of ADONIS and ADOIT at Novartis - how it all started,
what were the strategic decisions behind this investment, etc. We will focus on the implementation and
usage (digital transformation initiatives) of both tools within the Novartis ecosystem. Here, we would be
discussing how ADONIS and ADOIT are used alongside other key platforms at Novartis. Last but not
least, we will share our plans about the long-term outlook for the usage of these tools.
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BEST PRACTICE LECTURES IV

EVENING EVENT

 Sisi

 Orangery

 Lectures will be held in German

 Thursday, 08 September


03:20 - 04:00 p.m.

Digital Design Thinking Toolbox:
a new business service from BOC Group

th

www.boc-group.com

Robert Strobl (Senior Management Consultant)
BOC Group
Together, we will work out how the “human-centered” approach of design thinking can support the
development of concepts, prototypes and experiments for new digital business models. Based on the
OMiLAB approach “Scene2Model”, these innovative business models will be developed hands-on and
collaboratively – in interaction and exchange with BPM, EA and GRC.


04:10 - 04:50 p.m.

 Start reception at 07:00 p.m.

 Thursday, 08 September

th

Digital Twin in UNIQA Insurance

During the Baroque age the Orangery
not only housed rare and exotic plants,
but also played an important role in
courtly festivities. Erected after the mideighteenth-century, the Orangery was
used under Joseph II as the setting for
numerous receptions, feasts and theatre
performances.
It was here that the famous musical contest was fought between Wolfgang A. Mozart and Antonio Salieri and it was here
that the Congress of Vienna danced. The
plants in the Orangery and the Orangery
Garden, designed as an ornamental as
well as a kitchen garden, played a leading part in the scenario of these events.
Keeping to this tradition, the Orangery

 Start dinner at 07:30 p.m.

provides today an imposing setting for
events. The room, 700m² in size, its
appearance elegant and yet reticent, is
ideal for staging an event in a style that
is both traditionally imperial as well as
modern – regardless of whether it is a
dinner, a lecture or an exhibition.
As a guest, you can enjoy the atmosphere and be impressed by the direct
connection between the Orangery Garden and the banqueting hall. Furthermore, the gravel forecourt to the Orangery
can be transformed into an elegant interval zone.

ABOUT SCHÖNBRUNN PALACE
Schönbrunn Palace is located in the 13th
district of Vienna, Hietzing. The name
Schönbrunn (“meaning beautiful spring“)
has its roots in a remark from Emperor
Matthias, who discovered a spring in this
area in 1612 and is said to have exclaimed “What a beautiful spring” (“Welch’
schöner Brunn”). Thereupon the palace
was built between 1638 and 1643 as a residence for Empress Eleonora Gonzaga.
The Schönbrunn Palace and its garden
in its present form were built and remodelled starting from 1743 during the reign
of Empress Maria Theresia. The baroque
palace finally became the summer residence of the Austrian Imperial House.

Patricia Drexler (Group Process Management & Product Owner ADONIS)
UNIQA Insurance Group AG
Holistic view and management of the organisation from the business model to the execution of the
processes. Inclusion of the customer view of the organisation across all levels, especially in the internal
process view. Different perspectives on business objects in the organisation. Virtual representation for
analysis, design and transformation in the business architecture. Use of modern technologies for the
communication of business objects from the Digital Twin in UNIQA.
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Product Strategies: ADONIS, ADOGRC and ADOIT
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Erik Guschlbauer & Dr. Christoph Moser & Tobias Rausch
BOC Group
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Best Practice Lectures IV
Sisi

Introduction of a Process Organization
with ADONIS

Re-Design of the IT Demand Process
@ Vorwerk

EA in the Wine Industry

Digital Design Thinking Toolbox:
a new business service from BOC Group



Christian Drewes
Vorwerk Services GmbH

On runs globally.
How Processes Help Achieve Global Scale.

An Integrated Architecture Universe at
Swedbank





Cristian Becerra Gómez
Viña Concha y Toro





Norman Middecke
Unternehmensgruppe Theo Müller



Getting Started With an EA Repository
…Again



Per Skenhall
Swedbank AB

Paul Jakubowski
Molson Coors Beverage Company

Data Integration Challenges
of EAM Tools

How We Use The IT4IT Process Value Chain
with ADONIS

Digital Transformation
with ADONIS & ADOIT







Robert Strobl
BOC Group
Digital Twin in UNIQA Insurance




Felix Bindschedler
On AG





Patricia Drexler
UNIQA Insurance Group AG



Ville Niemi & Peter Skarp
Allianz Technology SE

Piyush Jain, Devanand Konwar
Novartis Pharma AG

Champagne Reception / Dinner / Orangery

Champagne Reception / Dinner / Orangery
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chloß

Best Practice Lectures III
Sophie

Thomas Winiarski
Norddeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale NORD/LB

starting at 07:00

ner S

Best Practice Lectures II
Maximilian



05:00 - 05:40

nbrun

Best Practice Lectures I
Maria Theresia



04:10 - 04:50

Schö

Coffee Break and Exhibition

02:30 - 03:20

03:20 - 04:00

Entrance
Eingang



Lectures will be held in German



Lectures will be held in English

 Simultaneous translation in English or in German
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KEYNOTE
 Orangery
 Friday, 09 September
th


09:15 - 09:30 a.m.

BEST PRACTICE LECTURES V
 Lectures will be held in German

 Orangery

 Simultaneous translation in English

 Friday, 09 September

Programme Overview: What awaits you on the Second Day of the
20th BOC Strategic Partner Meeting

www.boc-group.com


11:00 - 11:40 a.m.

Crystal Clear Processes in the Swarovski Crystal Business

In his presentation, Thomas Kopp goes into the content-related and organisational structure of
the process management system with ADONIS at Swarovski Crystal Business. He reports on the
experiences and best practices on the levels of process architecture in the context of decentralised
modelling in the Swarovski Group.It also shows how process documentation in ADONIS is also used
for audit and certification projects and how the processes are linked to relevant work instructions. The
book concludes with an overview of the integration of relevant HR, IT and DMS master data into the
integrated management system ADONIS.

With the start of the second day of the conference, you will receive a brief summary of the topics
presented so far and an outlook on what to expect at the 20th BOC Strategic Partner Meeting. Exciting
presentations will be complemented by workshops.

From Innovation to Digital Transformation:
How Artificial Intelligence can help?

 Simultaneous translation in English

Thomas Kopp (Senior Process Manager), Swarovski Gruppe

Robert Strobl (Senior Management Consultant)
BOC Group


09:30 - 10:30 a.m.



 Lectures will be held in German
th


11:50 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Enterprise Architecture Management at Munich Airport –
A Field Report
Bernhard Steckenbiller (Head of Central and Commercial Solution), Flughafen München GmbH
Sebastian Hanschke (Chief Enterprise Architect), Flughafen München GmbH

o. Univ. Prof. Prof. h.c. Dr.-Ing. Dimitris Karagiannis (Head of Research Group),
University of Vienna, Research Group Knowledge Engineering & OMiLAB

As an international premium hub, we operate efficiently, inspire customers, and aspire to be role models
in the aviation industry – especially where sustainability and digitalization are concerned. To achieve
this, our Enterprise Architecture programme has to be embraced group-wide. In our session, we’ll be
sharing our experiences with the introduction, expansion and anchoring of EA at Munich Airport. We’ll
talk about the challenges, successes and lessons. In addition, we’ll give an insight into our current EA
initiatives, and how we envision the future of EA at Munich Airport.

Technological developments and societal changes, impacting our environment under the key term "Digital Transformation", led to digital approaches making an important contribution to supporting communication, collaboration, information acquisition and interactions between stakeholders, thereby enabling
the development of innovative business models.
Artificial intelligence, as an area of computer science, offers concepts that have now become feasible
as applications rely on technological advances in the domains infrastructure, communication or cloud
and offer promising potentials in the realization of digital transformation activities.
The lecture also introduces results of experiments run in a university setting, so that the interrelations between innovation, digital transformation, and artificial intelligence during realization of selected
scenarios are illustrated.


12:40 - 01:20 p.m.

Make it, own it, live it
How Victorinox Lives Process Marketing Across All Locations
Thomas Meier (Business Process Manager / Transformation & Technology), Victorinox AG


10:30 - 11:00 a.m.

14

Coffee Break and Exhibition

The presentation shows how process management is anchored and practiced across all Victorinox
locations. An essential part of this initiative is the comprehensive training concept which conveys information in a way that is fitting for its target group. This way, we ensure that all employees know about
process management, understand its benefits and objectives, and have clearly outlined responsibilities.
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BEST PRACTICE LECTURES VI

BEST PRACTICE LECTURES VII

 Maria Theresia

 Lectures will be held in German

 Maximilian

 Lectures will be held in English or French

 Friday, 09th September

 Simultaneous translation in English

 Friday, 09th September

 Simultaneous translation in English or German


11:00 - 11:40 a.m.

Governance Structures: Logical Model &
Technical Implementation in the System Landscape


11:00 - 11:40 a.m.


12:40 - 13:20 a.m.


11:50 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

A Business Enterprise Transformation by leveraging
ADONIS beyond the BPM boundaries

Nico Teutsch (Chief Operations Officer)
ADELTA.FINANZ AG

Stefan Gamp (Roche Services & Solutions BPM Methodology), F. Hoffmann La Roche AG
Bettina Scharnbeck (Roche Services & Solutions BPM Methodology), F. Hoffmann La Roche AG

Employees are assigned “roles”, and “roles” are needed for modeling. Nico Teutsch tries to classify
the central importance of the role in the context of process management and which potentials are hidden in the roles. The lecture offers an exclusive insight and reports on experiences, perspectives and
motivations.

Our goal is one common BPM Methodology based on an Enterprise Process House. To enable this
Business Enterprise Transformation we started leveraging ADONIS beyond the BPM boundaries by
implementing a set of interfaces (Confluence, Snow, SolMan). The value of a fully integrated digital
backbone is e.g.
High Quality and standardized Process documentation
•
•
Data Compliance
•
Integrated Core Definitions Modeling
•
Governance of change requests
•
other use cases and opportunities ahead

BPM in logistics: A central approach at FIEGE
Andreas Hörschler (Head of IT Solutions | Business Unit Fast Moving Consumer Goods)
FIEGE Logistik Stiftung & Co. KG
Robin Makosch (Processes & Projects, FOR Freight)
FIEGE Logistik Stiftung & Co. KG
Who doesn’t know the variety of ways to document and represent processes?
How can this be standardized?
And how to generate an overview of all business processes?
Find synergies and standards?
Andreas Hörschler shows how FIEGE as a logistics company has tackled these challenges.
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EA Approach and Quick Wins (French language - Simultaneous translation in English)

Christelle Mekuate explains how she used ADOIT to build best practices to accelerate digital transformation projects. She discusses the strategy for building the repository, provides insights into difficulties
encountered and lets us learn from some interesting quick wins.
•
Implement the organization strategy through EA and an effective governance of the applicative,
technologic, and business architectures
•
Accelerate digital transformation projects and initiatives with ADOIT
•
Introduce a tool-based EA approach : first hurdles and lessons learned

This session explores integrated modelling of governance-related topics (Risk Management, Data Protection, Information Security, Outsourcing, etc.) through leveraging ADONIS’ technical possibilities (and
its integration to other systems). The emphasis is placed on the “multi-use of existing models”, “logical
consistency”, “freedom from redundancy”, “scalability” and “economies of scale”.

Roles – What Glues the Organization Together

How to Accelerate Digital Transformation with ADOIT:

Christelle Mekuate (Architecte Digital), ESCP Business School

Marc Börder-Burmester (Senior Specialist Operational Risk)
Viridium Group GmbH & Co. KG


11:50 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.




12:40 - 01:20 p.m.

Our EA Journey with Offshore support
Veera Kanithi (Principal Architect), W.R. Grace & Co.
While initially focused on APM, Mr. Veera Kanithi and his team have managed to get control of the
application landscape and shed light on business dependencies that exist across capabilities,
processes, and data. Grace leverages an experienced team based in India (Offshore). Mastering this
de-centralized approach took some work, a stable way of working has been reached and Grace is now
expanding into new areas of EA.
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WORKSHOPS
 Sophie

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT AT SPM 2022?
 Lectures will be held in German

Get first-hand insights from leading companies

 Friday, 09 September
th

Stay on top of key trends and technologies

11:00 - 11:40 a.m.


11:50 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Towards Outcome-driven Enterprise Architecture Services with ADOIT
www.boc-group.com

Dr. Christoph Moser (Productmanager ADOIT), BOC Group
Pedram Asadi (Growth Manager ADOIT), BOC Group

Boost your network and brand awareness

Discuss with the ADOIT product management about future developments and topics to be solved in the
context of your upcoming business transformations.

Enjoy the splendors of the Schönbrunn Palace

•

What are the main deliverables EA practitioners need to provide?

•

How can these be delivered in an agile way of working?

Next Generation BPM maximising value and impact of BPM in your Organisation

www.boc-group.com

The ADONIS Productmanagers are looking forward to a lively exchange about your current state of
BPM, your challenges and goals for the future.
We would like to elaborate and discuss questions like: What are the main BPM stakeholders in your
organisation? Who is creating and contributing information? What are typicals personas interested in
the information in your ADONIS BPM suite? What kind of new scenarios and use cases do you see
coming up, providing challenges for your BPM?
Easily Comply With Regulatory Requirements, Standards & Norms:
Ensure Resilience & Growth With ADOGRC

www.boc-group.com

Erik Guschlbauer (Productmanager ADOGRC), BOC Group
Michael Höhr (Productmanager ADOGRC), BOC Group
The sheer amount and complexity of regulatory requirements challenge every company to embrace
continuous change. Besides ICS and OpRisk, topics such as information security, data protection,
compliance and sustainability become increasingly important. Only by maintaining a clear overview
and setting up an effective management system is it possible be successful in the long term. In this
workshop, discuss with ADOGRC product management and learn how the right tool becomes a decisive
factor for success.
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A wonderful opportunity to exchange ideas with other customers and ADONIS
users. It is always exciting and enlightening to see the solutions of other customers
and to be inspired by them.
Karl Hartinger, European Bank for Financial Services GmbH (ebase®)

Tobias Rausch (Productmanager ADONIS), BOC Group
Dr. Srdjan Zivkovic (Productmanager ADONIS), BOC Group


12:40 - 01:20 p.m.

Exchange views on shared challenges

Today’s challenges require an ongoing view beyond one’s own nose
and personal exchange with other experts,
and this is what the SPM stands for.
Markus Taschek, Raiffeisenlandesbank Burgenland
At the Austrian Post, ADONIS guarantees a high level of transparency across all areas.
The Strategic Partner Meeting allows us to exchange experiences
with other companies, transcending the boundaries
of roles and industries.
Udo Lozinsek, Österreichische Post AG
The SPM 2018 – a great mix of valuable insights and a strategic outlook on the
development of BOC’s portfolio.
Ralph Postinett, Vodafone GmbH
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How Artificial Intelligence can help?

09:30 - 10:30
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WC



o. Univ. Prof. Prof. h.c. Dr.-Ing. Dimitris Karagiannis
Universität Wien, Forschungsgruppe Knowledge Engineering & OMiLAB

Best Practice Lectures V
Orangery
Kristallklare Prozesse im Swarovski
Crystal Business


11:50 - 12:30

e

Best Practice Lectures VII
Maximilian

Workshops
Sophie

Governance Structures: Logical Model & Technical Implementation in the System Landscape

How to Accelerate Digital Transformation with ADOIT:
EA Approach and Quick Wins

Towards Outcome-driven Enterprise Architecture
Services with ADOIT











Christelle Mekuate
ESCP Business School

Dr. Christoph Moser & Pedram Asadi
BOC Group

Enterprise Architecture Management
at Munich Airport – A Field Report

Roles –
What Glues the Organization Together

A Business Enterprise Transformation by leveraging
ADONIS beyond the BPM boundaries

Next Generation BPM - maximising value and impact of
BPM in your Organisation













Bernhard Steckenbiller & Sebastian Hanschke
Flughafen München GmbH

Nico Teutsch
ADELTA.FINANZ AG

Bettina Scharnbeck & Stefan Gamp
F. Hoffmann La Roche AG

Tobias Rausch & Dr. Srdjan Zivkovic
BOC Group

Make it, own it, live it - How Victorinox Lives
Process Marketing Across All Locations

BPM in logistics:
A central approach at FIEGE

Our EA Journey with
Offshore support

Easily Comply With Regulatory Requirements, Standards
& Norms: Ensure Resilience & Growth With ADOGRC









Andreas Hörschler & Robin Makosch
FIEGE Logistik Stiftung & Co. KG





Veera Kanithi
W.R. Grace & Co.

Erik Guschlbauer & Michael Höhr
BOC Group

Closing / Orangery

Closing / Orangery

Lunch & Get Together

Lunch & Get Together


Lectures will be held in German
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straß

Marc Börder-Burmester
Viridium Group GmbH & Co. KG



starting at 01:40

chloß

Entrance
Eingang

Best Practice Lectures VI
Maria Theresia



Thomas Meier
Victorinox AG
01:30 - 01:40

ner S

Thomas Kopp
Swarovski Gruppe



12:40 - 01:20

nbrun

Coffee Break and Exhibition

10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:40

Schö



Lectures will be held in English

 Simultaneous translation in English or in German

Lectures will be held in French
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BOC Group
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